I Introduct'ion
It can be observed that the solar cell in the Figure I is deployed in its three main layers for a better understanding of The combination of antenna technology with solar panels has its intemal structure. The whole cell is not much thicker than previously focussed on The rear side of the four possible prototypes were captioned, shown in Figure 2 and named Prototypes A, B, C and D respectively. It can be observed that the position of the cell used in Figure 1 corresponds with Prototype B.
Microwave Studio and subsequently with experimental measurement of the prototypes. The patch location with respect to the cell was centered in all cases and the length of the feed overlap was varied from 30 mm to 0 mm. Figure 3 shows the measured SI1 for the 4 
Results and discussion
The finite-integration time-domain electromagnetic solver (CST-MWS) was used to simulate the performance of the four models with solar cell as well as the ideal PEC antenna.
The required overlap distance transmission feed line for the investigated for the ideal patch models, both with the parameter of the patch and the optimal coupling was and the four mentioned sweep tool of the CST Figure 4 . Comparison of the measured gain for the antennas investigated. The measured co-polar radiation pattern for each prototype at its resonant frequency for both principal planes is illustrated in Figure 5 .
E-plane (xy) co-polar This could lead to a wide range of applications such as its function in building facade and indoor applications including wireless access points where the active side of the solar cell faces the sun through the window, or for outdoor applications like urban mobile cellular networks, with the FR4 replaced by an optically transparent material.
